BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Early Medical School Selection Program

The Spelman College Health Careers Program has partnered with Boston University School of Medicine to increase diversity in the physician workforce. The program provides an early, gradual transition into the medical school curriculum through emphasis on study skills and early exposure to graduate-level coursework during the summer terms after sophomore and junior years and the final undergraduate year, all of which are spent at Boston University. EMSSP is an early assurance program and students who meet all program requirements can expect to be promoted to the School of Medicine upon completion of their undergraduate education.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

YEARLY DEADLINE:
End of Fall Semester

SELECTION CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS:

- Sophomore classification
- 3.0+ Science (BCPM) GPA
- 3.0+ Cumulative GPA
- Must be recommended by the Health Careers Program
- Complete one year of Organic Chemistry and Physics (with lab) before starting senior year at Boston
- Spend senior year in Boston University housing
- MCAT required
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